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Mindfulness-Based Psychotherapy 

Mindfulness-based psychotherapy simply means when mindfulness is explicitly used as a 

therapeutic intervention.[1] There is no substitute for direct mindfulness experience. I use 

mindfulness meditation with my clients and regard it as one of my most useful interventions.  

My clients report insight realized in guided meditations as invaluable. Contact with the life 

concern (i.e., “I feel the depression and its crushing weight, like I am deep under water.  When I 

focused on my breath and I was willing to get closer to the feeling instead of resisting, it seemed 

lighter and less scary”) is more important to transformation than talking about it (i.e., “I feel 

depressed.  Life seems meaningless.  What can I do to live with this?”).  I sometimes use the 

metaphor of stepping towards or closely contacting an experience to represent mindfulness, 

whereas stepping back could be considered the reasoning and verbal explanation of that 

experience.  Both are essential in personal growth work.   

We need distance to observe, give context to, and integrate experience, which requires 

cognition and memory.  Alternatively, closely contacting phenomena requires exploration from 

the inside out, an immersion in and openness to experience, which requires awareness of 

sensation and emotion.  Often we are familiar with taking distance from our experience, 

especially the painful or uncomfortable.  However, closely contacting sensation, thought, or 

feeling is often a newer ability—one that can be honed through mindfulness.  Through my own 

practice, study, and reports from clients, I’ve found mindfulness meditation to yield an increased 

tolerance for discomfort and a widened, fresh perspective on experience.  Mindfulness is 

particularly useful when cognitive reflection about an issue has taken the clinical discourse as 

deeply as it can go, yet there is still blockage, resistance, or a confusing impasse.  Because 
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mindfulness can go beyond conceptual reflection, patterns of thought and behavior can be 

subverted, allowing clients to peer through to what might be more useful.   

For example, a twenty-nine-year-old client had become a head chef at an elite restaurant, 

his dream job, only to find it overwhelmingly stressful.  Leaving his position as head chef 

marked the beginning of a four-month depressive episode.  He came to therapy despondent, 

reporting an inability to keep a job for more than a few weeks because of hypersomnia and an 

inability to get out of bed and begin the day.  Of course, this added to the depression, as he was 

now sleeping on friends’ couches.  Life seemed meaningless.   

We highlighted different parts of the depression.  We looked at the paradox (a 

mindfulness-informed insight) of life’s inherent meaninglessness, as meaning is subjective and 

can only be constructed by choice.  We worked on increasing appreciation of spots in which he 

could find meaning.  After two months (the depressive episode was then over six months in 

length), he began to show frustration with his depression and with my interventions.  This was a 

marked change.  Although he was still exemplifying deep depression, I saw some potential 

energy that could assist him in moving through it.  

We had practiced meditation in previous sessions and he had found it helpful. In a 

particularly low session, I led him into a meditation with breath concentration and a body scan 

(see Mindfulness-Based Skills).  I asked him to direct his attention to the heaviness, look for 

where it was located in his body, and simply see what he noticed.  After sitting in meditation for 

approximately ten minutes, I noticed a shift in his posture and expression.  His position was 

perkier, without the seemingly uncomfortable slouch, and he had a slight smile.  He reported 

after the meditation that he felt like the depression changed for him and seemed clearer and 

uplifted.  I was glad for what I thought would be temporary relief he was experiencing.  
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However, upon returning for the next session, he said that something huge had shifted in those 

moments after the meditation and his depression had subsided for the rest of his week.  Months 

after, his depressive symptoms had yet to return. 

Clients can use mindfulness to create space for the unconscious, or what is under or 

beyond conscious mind.  For example, a well-educated client in his late thirties came to me 

citing problems of dealing with other’s disappointment and anger towards him.  In our first 

sessions, I sensed his shame in his posture and content.  To balance his propensity for cognitive 

experience (i.e., conceptually thinking about something instead of directly experiencing), for 

several months we used mindfulness meditation and psychoeducation to focus on somatic cues 

during a shame response.  He began noticing the shame laden dynamics of his family, renounced 

responsibility to hold on to family secrets, and named an early sexual relationship with a mentor 

as abusive. 

During a session when he was revealing long held family secrets, I led him through a 

meditation with concentration on breath, a body scan, and asked him to allow whatever image, 

words, person, or place arises when he thinks about the family secrets and associated feelings.  In 

presence, with eyes still closed, he slowly related an image—a small, young deer standing beside 

a tall redwood in a dark clearing of a forest.  I asked him various descriptive questions, as I 

would to flesh out a dream.  Images that arise in mindfulness can be treated as dreamlike—they 

are floating to consciousness from the unconscious and are best experienced without much 

cognitive interpretation.  The image can be approached as art, with curiosity at what the artist 

(the unconscious) is trying to communicate and what feelings are evoked.  Through patient 

exploration, we were able to use the visualization as metaphor for his perspective on holding 
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family secrets, resulting in insight and clarity that might not have happened in that session 

through only talk and cognitive reflection. 

Not all clients are willing to try mindfulness meditation.  Exploring the expectations and 

resistance to meditation can be rich.  I’ve found a scientific explanation about the benefits of 

meditation to be helpful in opening clients up to meditation.  For an intellectual client, I actually 

explained the research meditation’s effects on brain development, interesting but out of the scope 

of this paper (one can find this throughout the internet and scholarly journals); the next session 

he had done some of his own research and was eager to try meditation.  Of course, some clients 

may not feel that meditation fits, even after exploring resistance or explaining the copious 

benefits.  Mindfulness-Informed therapy can still be useful for slipping in insight that might have 

been gained through meditation (but is no substitute for the client’s directly contacting 

experience). 
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